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ON LOG-CONCAVE AND LOG-CONVEX INFINITELY
DIVISIBLE SEQUENCES AND DENSITIES

BY BJORN G. HANSEN
ofTechnology
EindhovenUniversity
divisiblerandomvariableswhose L~vy
We considernonnegativeinfinitely
measures are either absolutely continuous or supported by the integers.
Necessary conditionsare foundensuringthat such distributionsare log-concave or log-convex.

1. Introduction. Log-concavity and log-convexityof functions and sequences in probabilityhave been of interestto several authors, e.g., Karlin
(1968). Ibragimov(1956) calls a distributionstronglyunimodal if its convolution
with any unimodal distributionis unimodal. He proves that the set of strongly
unimodal probabilitydensitiesis equal to the set of log-concavedensities.An
equivalent result for log-concave discrete probability distributionshas been
proved by Keilson and Gerber (1971). Much work has been done on the unimodality of infinitelydivisibledistributions[cf. Yamazato (1978) and Sato and
Yamazato (1978)], but little on strongunimodality.The study of log-concave
functionsand sequences is thus a relativelyunknownfieldin probability,with
importantapplicationsin the fieldsof statisticsand optimization.Log-convexity
is of interest in the study of reliabilityand of infinitelydivisible random
variables. Steutel (1970) provesthat all log-convexdiscreteprobabilitydistributions are infinitelydivisible.The absolutelycontinuousanalogue is also proved
in Steutel (1970).
In this note we consider distributionsof nonnegative infinitelydivisible
random variables whose Levy measures are either absolutely continuous or
supportedby the integers.We provethat forsuch distributionsto be log-concave
(log-convex),it is necessarythat theirLevy measuresbe log-concave(log-convex).
Our results in the discrete case contain an analogue of Yamazato's (1982)
concavity result (it also provides an alternativeproof of this result), and an
analogue to the convexityresult forrenewal sequences in de Bruijn and Erd6s
(1953).
2. Discrete distributions. In this section we consider infinitelydivisible
0,1,2,... }. All sequences
discrete probabilitydistributions(pn)n- on No=
consideredhere will be real-valuedand indexedby No: theyare denotedby (a.),
(pn) etc. A sequence (an) is log-concaveif (an) is nonnegativeand (log(a.)) is
concave, or equivalentlyif a. > 0 and

(1)

ana> a

al 1,

n = 1,2,3,...
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discretedistribution,
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If the sequence satisfies(1) withstrictinequality,then the sequence is said to be
strictlylog-concave. Similarly,(a.) is log-convexif a_ > 0 and the sequence
satisfies
n = 1, 2, 3,....

a. < a,+ lana 1,

(2)

(a.) is said to be strictlylog-convexif (2) is satisfiedwith strictinequality.
A probabilitydistribution(p,) on No with pO > 0 is infinitely
divisibleif and
only if it satisfies
n

(3)

(n + 1)pn+,

E rkP.-k,

=

k=0

n = 0, 1,2,....

with nonnegative rk and, necessarily,E2=Ork/(k + 1) < oo [cf. Steutel (1970)].
All log-convex distributionsare infinitelydivisible. This is easily proved by
inductionsince
n-1

rnPnPO=PnPn+1 +

E

k=0

rk(P n+Pn-k-1

-Pn-kPn)

is positive if (pn) is strictlylog-convexand notingthat any log-convexsequence
can be writtenas a limit of strictlylog-convexsequences. Not all log-concave
distributionsare infinitelydivisiblesince
r1 =pO-2(2p2pO

P1)

is not necessarilynonnegativewhen (p,) is log-concave.
The proofsof the main theoremsin this sectionrelyon two equations derived
from(3). Though easily verifiedusing(3), the equations wereratherhard to find.
Because of theirimportancewe state them in a lemma.
Let (pn) and (rn) be related by (3) and letp1

LEMMA 1.

m(m + 2)(pm+1
(4)

PmPm+2)

Pm+ 1(ropm

Pm+ 1)

mlI

+

E

1=0

rm+(m
(5)

. Then

?

k=O

(Pm-iPm-k-i

+ 2)(Pm+iPm+3
Pm+1(rm+2Pm+2
+

E

k=0

-

rl+lrk),

Pm-kPm-l-)(rk+1r-

Pmi+?2)
-

(Pm-kPm+2

rm+lPm+3)
Pm+1Pm-k+k)(rm+2rk

-

rk+lrm+l).

Relation (4) is a discrete analogue of equation (10) in Yamazato (1982),
whereas (5) is an analogue of formula(7) used by Bruijn and Erdbs (1953). We
shall need the followinglemma.
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LEMMA 2.

Let (p,) and (rn) be relatedby (3) withpo > 0. Then

(i) if (p,.) is strictlylog-concaveforn = 1,2,..., m, thenrOpm- Pm+1 > 0;
(ii) if (rn) is strictly log-convex and r02 - r, < 0, then rm+2Pm+2 rm+lPm+3 > O?
PROOF.

If (p,)

is strictlylog-concave,then (p.+1/jpn) is decreasing, so

ro = P I/Po > Pm + l/Pm

If (rn) is strictlylog-convex,then (r+ 1/rn)is increasing.Hence,

(m + 3)Pm+3 <Pm+2rO
< Pm+2

THEOREM 1.

+

(m +

+

rmIPm

2)Pm+2

(m +

max

(rk

1?k~m?2

2)Pm?2

rk iJ

rm2

m+

Let (p,) and (r,) be related by
n

(n + 1)p.+, =

E

k=0

rkP.-k,

n = 0, 1,2,....

with rk > 0, po > 0 and let (r,) be log-concave.Then
(p,) is log-concaveifand onlyifr0 - r1 2 0.
PROOF. Suppose that (r.) is strctlylog-concaveand r02- 1 > 0, then (rn) is
positive and hence (p,) is positive.Observe that

(6)

2( p1- POP2) =0p(rO

-ri)

By using (6), Lemma 2(i) and applying induction to (4), we see that (p,) is
strictly log-concave. The proof is completed by noting that any log-concave
sequence can be writtenas a limitof strictlylog-concavesequences. 0
THEOREM 2.

Let (p,) and (r,) be related by
n

(n

+ 1)Pnal

=

i

k=O

rkP.-kl

n = 0, 1,2, ....

with nonnegativerk, po> 0 and let (rn) be log-convex.Then
ifand onlyifr0 - r1 < 0.
(p,.) is log-convex
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PROOF. As in Theorem 1, except that Lemma 2(ii) is used and inductionis
applied to (5). 0
in (4) and (5). We were not able to findan
It is curious to note the difference
equation of the form(4) to prove Theorem 2 or one of the form(5) to prove
Theorem 1.
REMARK 1. The assumptionthat (pn) is a probabilitydistributionis not
used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. These theorems are thus true for
arbitrarynonnegativesequences related by (3).
divisible
3. Absolutely continuous distributions. In this sectioninfinitely
? withabsolutelycontinuousLevy measuresare
probabilitydistributionsF on DR
considered.We obtain two resultson the log-concavityand log-convexityof the
densities of F, whichare analogues to those obtained in Section 2. The resulton
log-concave densities is proved in Yamazato (1982). We here propose a proof
based on applying a limitingargumentto Theorem 1. This proofcan easily be
adapted to log-convexdensities,thus givingthe absolutelycontinuousanalogue
of Theorem 2.
A functionf on DRis log-concave(log-convex)on an intervalI if f is positive
on I and log( f) is concave (convex)on L f is said to be log-concave(log-convex)
if I = {xlf > 0) is an intervaland f is log-concave(log-convex)on L As in the
discrete case, f is strictlylog-concave(strictlylog-convex)if log( f) is strictly
concave (strictlyconvex).
divisibleif and onlyif there
A probabilitydistributionF on (0, oo) is infinitely
exists a nondecreasingmeasureH such that
x

udF(u)

(7)

=

u

(8)

x

F(x

u) dH(u),

dl( u) < oo,

where H and F determineeach otheruniquely [cf. Steutel (1970)]. If F and H
have densities f and h, then
xf(x)

(9)

= J

0

- u)f(u) du.

Without loss of generalitywe assume that inf{xIf(x) > 0) = 0. It is shown in
Steutel (1970) that all absolutelycontinuousdistributionswithlog-convexdensities are infinitelydivisible.As in the discretecase, not all distributionshaving
log-concave densities are infinitelydivisible, e.g., f(x) = c exp( -x2) for x E
(0, oo).

We begin with a lemma.

LEMMA 3. Let f and h be continuous and related by (9). Suppose h is
monotoneon (0, e) forsome e > 0 and 0 < f(O+ ) < so. Then h(o + ) = 1.
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PROOF. Suppose h is nonincreasingon (0, E) and 0 < f(O+ )
h(O + ) > 0. From (9) it followsthat for0 < x < e,

<

oo. Then

h(O +) ? xf(x)/f f(u) du,
f(u) du.

h(x) < xf(x)/

Letting x -, 0 the right-handsides tend to one, so h(O+ )
nondecreasing.0

=

1. Similarly,if h is

function
divisibledistribution
THEOREM 3 (Yamazato). LetF be an infinitely
continuous
LevymeasureH. Let f and h be the
on (0, oo) withan absolutely
Then
and assumethath is log-concave.
densitiesofF and H, respectively,
ifand onlyifh(O + ) ? 1.
f is log-concave
PROOF. Suppose h is log-concaveand h(O+ ) > 1; then h must be continuous on L Define (rn(k)) by

n =O 1,2, ...,
k,
)
(k
and any k Ec No. Then (rn(k)) is log-concave,and since h(O + ) > 1 we have
(ro(k))2> r1(k), for large k. By (8) and the continuityof h we see that
2rn(k)/(n+ 1) < so. For fixedk define(pn(k)) by
rn(k) =h

n

n = 0,1,2,...

1(k)r1(k),
(n + 1)pn,,(k) = Y. pn
1=0

(10)

po(k) = k exp( -

. rn(k)/(n + 1)) > 0,

n=O

with 2pn(k)= k. By Theorem 1 and Remark 1 the sequence (pn(k)) is log-concave. Let
Pk(x)

=

Hk(x)

=

n>O
n:kx

udPk(U)

n+ 1

k-1rn(k).

n>O
n<kx

From (10) it followsthat
|u

E

k-1p(k))

=

p+?1(k)
k PA0,

f

Pk(x

h

n/k]

-

u) dHk(u),

n+ 1
k

_u

/

dku)

By Helly's firsttheorem[cf.Feller (1971)] thereis a subsequence(Pk(s)) converging weakly to some distributionfunction, P say, as s -> oo. Hence, since
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Hk -* H, by Helly's second theorem

J

[Ox]

udP(u)

[Ox]

P(x - u)dH(u).

Since H uniquely determinesF in (7) we must have F = P. Let
(12)

fk(X) = (pn+?(k))kxl(

p (k))nk

G[

l -xk,

f

1)

Then fk is a log-concavefunctionof x. Let n -) o and k -) o in such a way
that k1-(n + 1) -* x. Then it followsfrom(9), (11) and (12) that

1
n + 1n
k fk, k )=IoXh(x
)
k
(k
~,X)

,lim0

xp(X)

kh oo
n - oo

(X )=
Xp

k-'(n+l)

-

u) dF(u) = xf(x) a.e.

ax

Since log-concavityis preservedunder convergence,F has a log-concavedensity p. Any log-concavefunctionwith h(O + ) ? 1 can be writtenas a limit of
log-concavefunctionswith hk(O+ ) > 1, completingthis part of the proof.
Conversely,if f and h are log-concave,then h(O +) = 1 by Lemma 3 if
o < f(O + ) < oo. If f is log-concave,then f(O + ) cannot be infinite.If f(O +) =
0, then f is nondecreasingon (0, e) and
xf(x) < f(x)f

Letting x

-*

0 yields h(0 +) ? 1.

h(u) du.

El

The proofof Theorem3 can easily be adapted to log-convexdensitiesby using
Theorem 2 instead of Theorem1. We then obtain
divisible distributionfunctionwith an
THEOREM 4. Let F be an infinitely
absolutelycontinuousLevy measure H. Let f and h be the densitiesof F and H,
respectively,and assume that h is log-convex.Then
f is log-convexifand onlyifh(O +) < 1.
4. Applications and counterexamples. In this sectionwe definea class of
infinitelydivisible distributionsin termsof theirLevy measures and determine
under what conditionsa distributionin this class is log-concaveor log-convex.
An application of this result shows that the reverse statementsof our main
theorems do not hold. Finally, we characterizethe log-convexdiscrete stable
distributions.
Let Id denote the class of distributionshavingLevy measures(rn) of the form
(13)

rn = (n + 1){ jbyndm(y)

+ j ydy}

n = 0,1,2...

B. G. HANSEN
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with b ? 1, c < a

?

1, m bounded by Lebesgue measure and

fbdm(y) <b-a,

if b>a,

f dm(y)<c,

ifc>O.

a

The proof of Theorem 2 in Yamazato (1982) can be adapted to prove the
followingtheoremif Theorem3 in Hansen and Steutel (1987) is used in the same
fashionas Lemma 4.1 in Yamazato (1982).
THEOREM 5.

Let (p,) and (rn) be related by
n

(n

+ 1)pn+l

=E

k-o

rkPn-kl

n = 0, 1, 2,....

withnonnegative
rk and po > 0. Let (pn) Ei Id. Then
(i) ifc =
ifc =
(ii) ifc 2
ifc 2
ifc 2
ifc 2

0
0
0
0
0
0

and a 2
and a <
and a 2
and a 2
and b >
and b <

b, then(pn) is log-concave;
b, then(pn) is notlog-concave;
c 2 b, then(Pn) is log-convex;
b > c, then(pn) is notlog-convex;
a > c, then(pn) is notlog-convex;
a = c, then(pn) is log-convex.

REMARK 2. The absolutely continuousanalogue of Theorem 5 can be obtained by applying the same type of limitingargument as in the proof of
Theorem 3.
REMARK3. Let m in (13) be Lebesgue measure on (d, b), and 0 otherwise.
Then rn= bn - dn + an and rn'- rn+lrn-,< 0 for large n if a > b > d > 0,
whereas (pn) is log-concaveby Theorem 5(i). Similarly,(rn) is asymptotically
log-concave if 0 = d < b < c < a, whereas (pn) is log-convexby Theorem 5(ii).
Hence, the reversestatementsof Theorems 1 and 2 do not hold.
A discrete analogue of an absolutely continuous stable distributionwas
proposed in Steutel and van Ham (1979). They provedthat a distribution(pn) is
discrete stable with exponent y if and only if its generatingfunctionis of the
form
= exp(-X(1 - z)T),
y E (0,1], X 2 O.
Taking generatingfunctionson both sides of (3) and comparingwith the Taylor
series expansion of -X(1 - z)", one sees that (rn) is strictlylog-convexand that
ro' - r1 < 0 if and onlyif y < 1 - ro.ApplyingTheorem 2 to these observations
gives
P(z)

THEOREM

6. Let (pn) be discretestablewithexponenty. Then
( pn) is strictlylog-convexifand onlyif X < y-1 - 1.
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The Levy densityh of an absolutelycontinuousstable distributionon (0, oo)
is of the formcx-', hence h is log-convexand h(O + ) = so. ApplyingTheorem4
we have, rather unexpectedly,that there are no log-convexstable densitieson
(0, oo).
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